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Introduction
You know that – Managing Innovations is key to
organizational success and profitable growth.
But you don’t know How to go about. If this is
true, read on – this book is for you.
This book shows you how to get there, walking
through facets, degrees and dimensions of
Innovations, what Innovation Management
entails, critical success factors for innovation
management, how to capture ideas, automate
Invention Disclosures process and how to
measure Innovation Performance Management.
You can evaluate all submissions, and based on
commercial viability and strategic benefits can
decide to invest in creating business "value". The
scope of innovations can be - Product
Innovation or Service Innovation or Process
Innovation.

Thought Leaders

Managing Innovations
for
Profitable Growth
Capture Ideas, Manage Innovations, Create Value
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What is Innovation?
There are lots of definitions for innovation. Each
one provided the definition of innovation from
their perspective – meaning what it means to
them.

Transform Ideas to
Action and Create
‘Value’

American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language defines Innovation as “a
discovery. ” – and that “discovery” may be
a concept, a process, an object, or a
technique with an element of novelty.

Innovation is the action or process of
introducing new idea related to product,
service or process.
This can be a new thing – method or process or
a device.
For example, a Industrial innovation includes –
technical, design, manufacturing, management
and commercial activities involved in the
marketing an entirely new product or product
line for commercial use or an improved product
with process or device enhancements.
“Innovation is the specific tool of entrepreneurs,
the means by which they exploit change as an
opportunity for a different business or service.”
(Drucker 1985)

Innovation is fundamentally
a business process that
transforms creativity,
knowledge, and ideas into
‘value’ and ‘competitive
advantage’.
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Types of Innovations
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Three Pillars of Innovation
There are lots of definitions for innovation. Each
one provided the definition of innovation from
their perspective – meaning what it means to
them.

Adopt Innovation
– and nurture
New Ideas

Align innovation with strategic objectives.
Align Product ideas with Market needs and
Business Pain Points.

Think Big, Start Incrementally – Google is a
great example in this category. They
incrementally spawned into several new
categories systematically with a game plan and
achieved the goals.
Strive for Continuous Innovation NOT
Perfection – Nothing can be emphasized more
than this. It should not be quest or obsession for
perfection but providing incremental innovation
(less risky) and solve specific business issue(s).
Ignite thoughts, ideas - Encourage employees,
supplement ideas with factual data. Provide
Management support and allocate resources.

Innovation is fundamentally a
business process that
transforms creativity,
knowledge, and ideas into
‘value’ and ‘competitive
advantage’.
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Classification of Innovations
Innovations be broadly classified into three
categories. They are:
• Incremental Innovation
• Evolutionary Innovation
• Radical or Revolutionary Innovation
Incremental Innovation

Focus on Customer
Pain Points

Incremental Innovation provisions series of
small improvements to an existing product or
product line to maintain and improve its
competitive position. Incremental innovation is
often the norm in high technology business
wherein companies need to continue to
enhance product features and capabilities based
on customer needs or requirements.
A key reason for incremental innovation to be so
popular with Start-ups and large enterprises
alike is because it reduces risk in comparison to
radical / sweeping innovation. Once a product of
the company is released then investments are
made to make it better and better and reduce
the costs to be competitive.

The continuous improvement stems from
the fact that there is a need to meet market
demand:
• To deliver 'value' to the customer
• Keep improving product to make it more
competitive
• Reduce costs
Focus On Tangible Customer Pain Point(s).
This is key aspect of incremental
innovation. Any new product change starts
with addressing a significant issue that
customer is facing.
Typical customer pain points include –
customer support issues, competitive
product traction and anything in between.
Addressing most painful customer issue(s)
enhances product credibility and gains
customer trust in making it better for them.
It’s easy to get carried away at this earliest
stage, which is why saying “no” should be
the default when identifying possibilities.
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Incremental Product Innovation
Incremental product innovation is concerned
with an existing product whose performance has
been significantly enhanced or upgraded. This
can be achieved in two ways :

Make Incremental
Innovation an
Integral part

a) Through simple product improvements
(improved performance or lower cost)
b) Make significant improvements or product
advanced features, consisting of a degree of
complexity in terms of integrated technical
subsystems. For example, PatFolio TM –
adopted both the forms, delivering
enhanced features like built-in UI editor
(relieving customer of the need for word
documents and pdf conversion tools) as well
as providing pre-built Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) and Project integration
capabilities.

Take Aways:
 Develop Customer Insights
 Solve Business Pain point
 Make Incremental
Improvement
 Continue this process
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Radical Innovation
Radical Innovation or Revolutionary Innovation
provides significant innovations with respect to
enhanced features & capabilities and show marked
improvements and transforms existing markets.
Radical innovation approach demands a new way of
seeing the whole problem.

Increase
Reliability and
Predictability First

Radical Innovation Lifecycle
Typical characteristics of the radical innovation life
cycle include:
• Long-term Haul – highly uncertain and
unpredictability in early stages; Prepare for long
haul.
• Nonlinear Path – De-tours, encounter
discontinuities, setbacks; Need to recover from
them.
• Stochastic Nature – waxing / waning of interest,
funding; key players come and go; priorities keep
changing; Deal with these situations.
• Context Dependent – corporate culture, history,
personalities, relationships, and experience all
create a mix of accelerating and retarding
factors; The bottom line is – create innovation
culture. It is essential for eventual success.
Management commitment is equally important
for the endeavor to succeed.

Incremental Innovation Versus
Radical Innovation
"Incremental" and "Radical" are two most
commonly used terms used to describe the
innovativeness of a product/service or
process. Incremental innovation involves
refinement, improvement, enhancement
and exploitation of existing innovations.
Incremental innovation is characterized by
reliability, predictability, low risk and
tangible 'value' to customer. Incremental
innovations are also referred as sustaining
innovations or continuous innovations or
derivative innovations or evolutionary
innovations or improvements.
On the other hand, radical innovations
provide significant innovations with respect
to enhanced features & capabilities which
show marked improvements in terms of
performance or cost and result in
transformation of existing markets or
creating new ones. Radical innovations
don't occur every day or so commonly.
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Dimensions of Innovation
Innovation is a race for profitable growth. This is the end state or goal of innovation. It can take various
forms but the net bottom line of all approaches the goal is the same – ensure profitable growth of the
company.
Customer insights are essential in all dimensions of innovation as they help you gain understanding of
customer experience. More the interaction with customer, that is, the more the collaboration with
customer better are the insights into wants.

Customer insights
essential for all
forms of
innovation

Involve customer in
innovation process –
Earlier the better. Gain
customer perspective.
Also, it is equally
important to understand
customer economics.
Then craft your
Innovation.
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Product Innovation
Product Innovation is the creation and subsequent
introduction of product / service which is either
new or significant improvement over existing
version.

Provide
Incremental Value

Involve customer in innovation process – Earlier the
better. Gain customer perspective. Also, it is equally
important to understand customer economics.
Companies sell their products globally. So gain
global perspective on how they sell products
globally. Gain critical knowledge and apply thoughts
on cost effectiveness. Gain access to critical
expertise. Sense what capabilities are needed by
customer.

 Involve Customer early
 Gain Customer Perspective
 Understand Customer
Economics
 Gain Access to Expertise

Develop customer capabilities /
needs sensing strategy.
Develop Foresight - this is
important to ensure eventual
success of both product and
customer.
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Key Aspects to Address in Product Innovation
Key aspects that need to be addressing in achieving
product innovation include:

Get Customer
Insights and apply
them into Action










Perform Detailed Gap Analysis
Estimate improvement potential
Gain insights into future trends & opportunities
Define innovation strategy and key metrics
Define priorities
Define icebreakers
Develop implementation approach
Establish cross functional teams to achieve
strategic goals

 Define Innovation Strategy
& Metrics
 Define your priorities
 Develop the approach
 Iterate

Focus on Potential Improvements,
prioritize on issues to address,
deliver value and measure results.
Continue the cycle for sustaining
success.
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Product Innovation Matrix
Main types of product innovation matrix are:

 Incremental Innovation
 Radical Innovation
Other subset of Product innovation matrix
include :

Practice Sustaining
Innovation

 Breakthrough Innovation
 Sustaining Innovation
 Disruptive Innovation
Breakthrough Innovation
Sometimes, although the problem is well
defined, organizations (or even entire fields of
endeavor) can get stuck. For instance, the need
to find the structure of DNA was a very well
defined problem, but the answer eluded even
Linus Pauling, the most talented chemist of the
day.

Sustaining Innovation – Get better and better
on whatever you do. This is the bottom line.
Disruptive innovation – its value isn’t always
immediately apparent. These business models
have high failure rates.

Innovation Matrix
Incremental
Innovation

Radical Innovation

Breakthrough
Innovation

Disruptive
Innovation

R & D Effort

Domain
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Product Innovation Matrix
Main types of product innovation matrix are:

 Incremental Innovation
 Radical Innovation
Other subset of Product innovation matrix
include :

Practice Sustaining
Innovation

 Breakthrough Innovation
 Sustaining Innovation
 Disruptive Innovation
Breakthrough Innovation
Sometimes, although the problem is well
defined, organizations (or even entire fields of
endeavor) can get stuck. For instance, the need
to find the structure of DNA was a very well
defined problem, but the answer eluded even
Linus Pauling, the most talented chemist of the
day.

Sustaining Innovation – Get better and better
on whatever you do. This is the bottom line.
Disruptive innovation – its value isn’t always
immediately apparent. These business models
have high failure rates.

Innovation Matrix
Incremental
Innovation

Radical Innovation

Breakthrough
Innovation

Disruptive
Innovation

R & D Effort
Problem well defined

Domain
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Service Innovation

Sustain Customer
Focus – Improve
Ease of Use

Service innovation started about 20 years back and
is very broadly used term. That said, what does
service innovation mean? Based on “who’’ you are
and ‘what’ you are looking (at that point of time) it
could mean for you. A broad definition of service
innovation is that it allows you to restructure your
service organization in way to restructure work
(ease of use), improve the process and reducing
the cost. The features improved can be associated
with service production or service product or
service consumption.

Business Process Innovation
Process Innovation is the implementation of a new
or significantly improved production or delivery
method and is intended to decrease cost of
production or delivery and/or increasing quality.
Instead of just addressing customer needs you can
make breakthrough and bring in sweeping changes
and how you can deliver service ‘value’.

Understand ‘who’ – the
Customer
Understand ‘What’ to offer
Define ‘where’ to offer
(presence) and ‘how’ to offer
Define the process – ‘how’ to
achieve it
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Degrees of Innovation
The degrees of innovations include:







Make
improvement a
constant process

Improvements
Targeting new markets
Addition to existing product line
Creation of new product lines
New to world

Improvements – can be incremental or radical
(sweeping) / breakthrough changes.
Targeting New Markets – To drive business growth
and profitability there is constant need to target
new markets. But this needs some incremental or
radical innovations that address customer needs.
Addition to existing product line – This is
essentially incremental innovation, wherein you are
enhancing the features or capabilities of the
product to make it better, and reduce costs. For
example, after gaining additional insights into
customer business needs you can improve the
product to address these issues resulting in
improved product.

Creation of New Product – This is akin to radical
innovation and involves a totally new way of
making product that disrupts the market. You tend
to address multiple business pain points
simultaneously. Initially there will be certain
uncertainty, but as you go forward clarity emerges
and you resolve them.
New to World – is a radical innovation. You are
attempting to bring totally new product and
transform the segment – the way people use /
adopt the product

New Products
New Markets

Enhancements
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Critical Success Factors for Managing Innovations
What are the critical factors for ensuring success of
Innovations Management?
• Capturing Ideas / Invention Disclosures
• Evaluating and Approving ideas / inventions for
Patent filing
• Seeking IP Protection in global markets

Automate IDMS,
Focus on
delivering Value

PatFolio – for example, allows you to manage
innovation by capturing the Invention Disclosure.
The Invention Disclosure Management System in
PatFolio allows prospective inventors to disclosure /
submit their proposed inventions.
Management must evaluate all submissions, and
based on commercial viability and strategic
benefits and decide to invest in creasing business
"value". The scope of innovations can be – Product
Innovation or Service Innovation or Process
Innovation.

Enterprises can manage all ideas / invention
disclosures in centralized idea repository. All
inventors can submit their proposed inventions
online for evaluation by patent review committee –
constituting Business experts, Technical experts, IP
Experts, Strategic Business Unit heads and Top
Management or Executive sponsor.
This ensures organizations solid returns in terms of
competitive advantage and ability to monetize
innovations and improve business "value".
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Invention Disclosure Management

Empower your
Employees with
Invention
Disclosure
Management
System

Once a incremental discovery or path breaking
discovery is made there is a need to announced it
to the world, rather management and the way you
can do this is through invention disclosure. The day
on which you disclosure the invention is the
invention disclosure date. In the first to file patent
world, it is critical that you are first to file rather
than proving that you are first to discover.
Who reaches to the patent office to file is the key
part. In order to achieve this there is certain
process you (or inventor) need to follow to bring in
requisite information needed for filing.
Before the actual filing, in Enterprise, patent review
committees looks into the invention details and
assesses for patentability and potential commercial
value for the organization. Ensuring that the
evaluation criteria are met you are good to file for
the invention disclosed to the organization.

Enterprises can manage all ideas / invention
disclosures in centralized idea repository. All
inventors can submit their proposed inventions
online for evaluation by patent review committee –
constituting Business experts, Technical experts, IP
Experts, Strategic Business Unit heads and Top
Management or Executive sponsor.
This ensures organizations solid returns in terms of
competitive advantage and ability to monetize
innovations and improve business "value".
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What needs to go into Invention Disclosure?
Typically you need information on proposed
invention / innovation in several aspects. Following
is the list of items that you need for patent filing.

Aggregate
information from
Invention
Disclosures

1) Invention Description – includes:
• Title
• Summary of invention
• Drawings
• Conception, what is that the innovation is going
to address, where can the innovation be applied,
what are the product or services that could be
developed using this innovation, what are the
novel aspects, what is the "value add" of the
innovation (be specific)
2) Gather information on like products,
technologies (if any) or competitors

3) How are you going to validate the relevancy /
need and commercial viability (present what you
know – there is no need to do deep dive analysis on
this, at this point of time)
4) Do you know or can assess / suggest who can be
potential commercialization partners or can license
it?
5) Basic facts around invention – Have you disclosed
it in public – such as publication, abstract, thesis,
web post, blog, presentation or orally? If so,
provide the information - date announced, where
to whom (audience)
6) Inventor Details – Include Name, Position,
Department, Role, Address, Contact Tel Fax, email,
Residency / citizenship information
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Benefits of Invention Disclosure Management System
Is there a need to automated Invention Disclosure
Management process?
Obvious answer is "Yes".
There are several benefits in doing so.

Review
Disclosures for
‘Value’ Addition

a) Growth of Innovation
b) Capture ideas, inventions across the org, using
standard tool
c) Derive consistency in all submissions / disclosures
d) Centralized repository of innovation for review
committees / experts to review and approve.
e) Facilitates effective evaluation of innovation
resulting in better IP protection.
f) Collect prior art, literature and non-literature of
interest related to the innovation and evaluate it in
specific context. This has downstream benefits as
well.

3) How are you going to validate the relevancy /
need and commercial viability (present what you
know – there is no need to do deep dive analysis on
this, at this point of time)
4) Do you know or can assess / suggest who can be
potential commercialization partners or can license
it?
5) Basic facts around invention – Have you disclosed
it in public – such as publication, abstract, thesis,
web post, blog, presentation or orally? If so,
provide the information - date announced, where
to whom (audience)

Capture your
organization's ideas,
innovations, inventions and
beyond. Revisit, analyze,
prioritize and position
yourself to get the greatest
value.
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Three Keys for Idea Management
Evaluating ideas and investing is critical factor for
business success. We now review what are the
valuation criteria or checklist that management can
use in determining the "value" or "benefits of
investing in ideas. (Harvesting must follow)

Invest in ideas
Manage them
Harvest growth

Three main criteria to consider during the
evaluation are:
 Revenue potential
 What is the Probability for innovation (idea) to
succeed?
 What are the costs involved
Revenue potential can be assessed on several
counts, key factors being – What's the potential for
licensing, how many licensees can be there, who
will derive the value, is their competition? and is
patent / licensing going to be enforceable?
What is the Probability for innovation (idea) to
succeed – Some of the critical factors to consider
are - inventor profile (champion), is the area 'hot'?
Is it being built on previous successes, what stage
of development is the idea or product?

What are the costs involved – Typical costs include Patenting costs, IP Protection costs, Licensing,
monitoring & Administration costs.
These considerations will provide superior outcome
on the potential investment in harvesting the
captured ideas. Once you have decided to invest on
particular idea or invention, PatFolio can extend
help in drafting patent applications and filing to
patent office

Capture ideas (Ideation) &
evaluate the revenue
potential, assess
probability to succeed and
importantly estimate the
costs involved in filing
patents & IP Protection.
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Innovation Process Management & Benefits
What is Innovation Process Management?

Automate &
Measure
Innovation process
Management
Continuously

Innovation Process Management consists of several
facets. Key facts include:
• Capturing Ideas
• Evaluating ideas
• Finalizing Ideas
• Patent application drafting
• Patent filing
• Patent Prosecution Management
• Patent management
• Patent Renewals management
Benefits
Benefits of Innovation Process Management include:
 More people contributing ideas
 Retain Ideas and knowledge
 Provision automated process for people to
contribute to ideation process
 Screen ideas to value, in short time
 Management gains visibility into ideas pipeline
 Retain IP for business

Managing all these under one roof is critical for
business. In short, Invention Disclosure
Management System is needed to automate –
that is, create, submit, manage, evaluate,
approve invention disclosure functions as well
as post invention disclosure activities which
include – drafting & filing of patent
applications, patent prosecution lifecycle
management and patent maintenance /
renewals management. PatFolio TM provisions
all these capabilities

Invention Disclosure
Management System
automates invention
disclosure functions as well
as post invention
disclosure activities and
improve ROI
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Measures of Innovation Process Management

Measure
Innovations for
Impact

What is Innovation Process Management (IPM)
supposed to measure? Innovation Process
Management must measure the following:

Apart from the above listed aspects, the other
key measures of Innovation process
management include:

• How many new ideas (large and small) were
generated in your business over the past year?











• How many of the total ideas generated within the
business were actually implemented?

• What difference did those implemented ideas
make to business performance?
• What proportion of your employees contributed at
least one new idea last year?
Once these basic measures are in place, you can then
fine tune each items and keep providing incremental
additions – that is, value adds and keep measuring
them for optimal outcomes

Cost/benefit evaluation of innovation
Number of innovation partners - inventors
Revenue from innovation
Budget invested
Number of technology areas identified
Number of patent filed and granted
Costs for in licenses
Number of ideas generated
Revenue from Out-licensing

Cost Benefit evaluation of
Innovation
Revenue for Innovations
Ideas generated
Revenue from Out-Licensing
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